
Constantine: Christian emperor? The Arch of Constantine 
 

Constantine is often hailed as Rome’s first Christian emperor. His reign marks a 

tipping point in the relative fortunes of pagan and Christian Rome, as well as a crucial 

moment in Rome’s social history. However, our ability to evaluate Constantine as a 

Christian figure, particularly by modern standards, is limited. Although it is clear that 

he supported the Christian faith, one must be equally careful about interpreting 

Roman imagery and language with a specific agenda. 

 

This case study will consider one specific monument, the Arch of Constantine, 

examining the art and the language of the dedication inscription.  

 

Christian Rome 
 

While Rome under Constantine contained a significant number of Christians, many of 

Rome’s elite senators remained devoted pagans. Indeed, the city was one of the last 

places to give up a number of pagan festivals (such as the Lupercalia). These 

continued to be celebrated until the end of the fifth century AD (nearly 200 years after 

Constantine’s conversion). Some have even suggested that Constantine’s founding of 

Constantinople as a new Christian capital was prompted by his rejection by a fervent 

pagan elite in Rome. Whatever the case may be, social change is seldom followed by 

immediate, universal acceptance, and this is a key factor in understanding the use of 

imagery on the Arch of Constantine.  

 

Another important factor is the historical context. Generally, imperial arches in Rome 

(e.g. the Arch of Claudius, the Arch of Titus and the Arch of Septimius Severus) were 

set up by the Senate to commemorate a foreign victory by illustrating the battle and 

booty for the Roman audience. By contrast, the Arch of Constantine – which was 

dedicated on 25 July AD 315 – commemorated a civil war victory over a rival 

emperor, Maxentius. In the same way as Octavian had shied away from naming Marc 

Antony as his defeated opponent (preferring to boast of a victory over ‘Egypt’), 

Constantine’s victory was somewhat muted. Nevertheless, the monument, a large 

triple arch (like that of Septimius Severus) on the triumphal route between an entrance 

to the Roman Forum and the Colosseum, was erected on a prime location (Slide 2).  

 

Recycling monuments  
 

The arch was a composite monument in a number of ways, using imagery from 

previous imperial monuments, including the Great Trajanic frieze, roundels from a 

Hadrianic monument and panel reliefs from a monument to Marcus Aurelius, as well 

as new panels that depicted more recent events, such as the Battle of Milvian Bridge. 

The differences in style were accentuated by the contrasting colours of the stone: 

recycled greyish Proconnesian marble was used for the structure; Numidian yellow 

columns (possible from a Flavian monument) flank the front; and red porphory served 

as a background for the Hadrianic roundels (which were in white Italian Luna marble) 

(Slide 3). This monument was a deliberate pastiche of several events, but for what 

purpose?  

 



Panels from a monument to Marcus Aurelius depict the emperor in various military 

roles (on the south side), but his face has been recut, so it is Constantine who appears 

to be receiving a captured enemy chief (Slide 4). This imagery contrasts with almost 

pastoral scenes below in Hadrianic roundels of a hunts and a sacrifices to pagan 

deities (Silvanus, Hercules, Diana and Apollo) in which imperial figures have been 

recut to depict Constantine (Slide 5). Below the relatively spacious scenes from 

earlier monuments lie Constantine’s own panels, which are crowded with almost 

unidentifiable figures and a very violent depiction of the Battle of Milvian Bridge. 

These panels represent later artistic styles, which deliberately stray from ‘classical’ 

styles and natural proportions. For some time, scholars argued that classically trained 

artists simply no longer existed in Constantine’s time, but recent scholarship suggests 

that these squat and front-facing reliefs represent a different style of art and a 

deliberate choice. While the new style of representation is different, it seeks 

integration and interaction with the past. 

 

It is difficult to see an overtly Christian theme in the reused materials (which include 

pagan practices and worship) or in the violent depictions of a battle on Constantine’s 

panels. It is equally hard to know what the meaning of the recycled materials might 

be. Was it Constantine’s way of taking ownership of Rome’s imperial history. Or was 

he simply making use of materials from damaged and dilapidated monuments? 

(Although one need not exclude the other, of course.)  

 

The dedication inscription: divine inspiration? 
 

When viewing the beautifully rendered monumental dedication on the arch – which is 

carefully and skilfully arranged on the space – it is difficult to argue that all of 

Rome’s capable carvers had passed away (Slide 6). The text begins in a very 

formulaic fashion, with the Senate’s dedication of the arch to Constantine. However, 

in the third line it adopts a more poetic style, referring to instinctu divinitatis, which is 

sometimes translated as ‘divine inspiration’ (Slide 7). While this could be seen as a 

reference to a Christian god (as has often been argued by Christian scholars), it is 

also, like the monument itself, well in keeping with a historical tradition in which 

successful Roman rulers and generals claimed divine guidance/support. Constantine’s 

mission of delivering the state (rem publicam) from a tyrant is also a traditional rather 

than a patently spiritual act, achieved through ‘just force and arms’.  

 

Conclusions 
 

It is worth remembering that, although it is known as the Arch of Constantine, this 

monument was commissioned by the Senate (many of whom were still pagan). 

Whatever conclusions one may draw about the arch, it does not appear to be overtly 

Christian in message or meaning. Having united the Roman people under a single 

ruler, one can appreciate that this monument was meant to create a sense of unity, 

both among the citizens and in the historical context of Rome. An overtly divergent 

and/or Christian monument may well have failed to achieve this aim.  

 

Web resources 
 

See the University of Chicago’s two websites on the monument and the inscription: 



http://penelope.uchicago.edu/~grout/encyclopaedia_romana/romanurbs/archconstanti

ne.html 

http://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Gazetteer/Places/Europe/Italy/Lazio/Roma/Ro

me/Arch_of_Constantine/inscriptions.html 

An online video about the Arch of Constantine offers a thoughtful introduction to the 

topic and some expert commentary from Valentina Follio, curator of collections at the 

American Academy in Rome: 

http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/arch-of-constantine.html 
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